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This. Finale. Was. Crazy. I’m not even kidding, I was freaking out the entire two hours.

(http://fangirlish.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Funny-gif-steve-carell-freaking-

out.gif)

If you haven’t seen the finale, stop everything and go watch it before you read ahead. MAJOR

SPOILERS are coming!

Technically the finale is broken into two episodes, so that’s how we’ll break it down as well.

Episode 1×12: “Dorkus”

The episode starts where episode 11 left off, with Pete and Grace in the dorms after Pete

admits to being a murderer. Pete explains that he caught Boone as the Red Devil and realized

that their missions were aligned: destroy Kappa. So, he partnered with the Red Devil team
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that their missions were aligned: destroy Kappa. So, he partnered with the Red Devil team

but they didn’t trust him until he killed Roger to prove his loyalty. Oh, and then he also killed

Boone…no big deal, right? WRONG. HUGE DEAL.

Come to find out, Pete was also the Red Devil in the mall that shot Chanel with a crossbow
and killed that police officer. He says that he needed to get revenge on Chanel because she
led him on in an elaborate plan to humiliate him the year before. Grace is totally freaked out
and I don’t blame her. Pete is cray.

Just as she goes to leave, he lures her back with the promise that he’ll tell her who the other

Kappa twin/Red Devil killer is and that its one of her Kappa sisters. So, she comes back.

Then the other Red Devil mysteriously jumps out of the closet and kills Pete….so much for

that plan.

We then learn that Chanel has become the “most hated woman in America” because she sent

a really awful, yet kind of hilarious, email to her fellow Kappa sisters about how they let her

down when they didn’t show up for her plan to kill Dean Munsch. The Kappa sister turned

Red Devil leaks the email to the press and the rest is history. Everyone hates Chanel.

Her first instinct is to killer herself with a venomous snake she bought on the internet, but

that doesn’t work out how she planned. So she decides to go on an apology tour. First stop?

Melanie Dorkus. The former Kappa President who swears Chanel put acid in her spray tan.

Meanwhile, Zayday and Grace have a plan of their own. Grace convinces Wes to seduce Dean

Munsch so the girls can access her computer and see the files of all the Chanels to see

which is the killer. We can just skip over the whole seduction because it was gross, to say the

least. I never want to see Wes in underwear ever again.



least. I never want to see Wes in underwear ever again.

Luckily, they do figure out who the killer is and they rush to Melanie Dorkus’s house where

Chanel is accusing Melanie of being the Red Devil Kappa baby and trying to kill her. They

stop Chanel just in time and explain that Hester is the killer–SAY WHAT?!

The girls make it back to Kappa house in time to hear Hester scream. They find her with a

shoe heel jammed in her eye socket. Ew. She accuses Chanel #5 of being the Red Devil.

Hmmmm.

Episode 1×13: “The Final Girls”

We flash forward to January 2016 and a new Kappa Kappa Tau reign has begun. A one based

on….kindness? Zayday and Grace are the Kappa President and VP, respectively, and Hester is

the treasurer. Cue a creepy monologue/voice-over from Hester explaining how SHE GOT

AWAY WITH ALL THE MURDERS.

So here’s the story:

Her and Boone grew up in that crazy asylum with Gigi, where they were taught from a young

age that they were going to get revenge on KKT when they were older. Once they faked their

records and got to Wallace University, they took on the Red Devil persona because it was the

school mascot and wouldn’t be thought suspicious.

Her monologue continues when the show flashes back to December 2015, when Hester is
being rushed to the hospital for her eye injury and is still accusing #5 for the crime. When
Hester gets back to Kappa after having her eye examined (don’t worry, she stabbed herself in
the eye just right and no harm was done) she has her “parents” show up to affirm that she is
not in fact the Kappa baby. Really, she just paid some random actors to pretend.

Speaking of paying people, she also bribed Chanel #5’s parents to say that #5 is the Kappa

baby and they adopted her from the asylum when she was little. None of that is true, they

just hate their daughter. Kind of harsh. Hester goes on to make up accusation stories for all

three of the Chanels and they all get arrested.



three of the Chanels and they all get arrested.

Now it’s May 2016 and Wallace University is thriving. Dean Munsch and Wes are dating

(GROSSSS), Denise and Chad have continued their love affair (also gross.), and the Dicky

Dollar Scholars started a foundation for all the Scholars that died. Dean Munsch also wrote a

book on feminism and is capitalizing hardcore on that. Not to mention, she confronts Hester

about being the real killer but then decides to shrug it off when she realizes she’s a crazy

murderer too (she did kill her ex husband).

The Chanels have been on trial, and like idiots they decided to represent themselves.

Shockingly, the jury was about to pronounce them not guilty when Chanel opened her

mouth and insulted all of them. Their verdict changed, and now the Chanels are condemned

to a life in the insane asylum. Don’t worry, they’re totally thriving. Turns out, the insane

asylum is the perfect place for 3 narcissistic idiots.

That is, until the Red Devil appears over Chanel’s bed one night and the screen goes black….

(http://fangirlish.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/15-freak-out.gif)

WOW!

Season 1 of Scream Queens is over and we survived! I just have to say that this show was

awesome and I am so impressed. Season 2, I need you in my life right now.

Let me know all your thoughts below! What are your predictions, hopes, and dreams for

season 2? Who do you think we will see next season?

Until next time, bitches.
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